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ZOOM, ZOOM 
It was racing day!  The fans were cheering and    
excitement was riddled through out the classroom.  
The students were ready to get their cars out on the 
track!  There was distance racing and speed racing.  
The cars were beautiful!  Students had already 
found the ideal amount of weight to add to their car.  
The cars, some aerodynamic, some decorative,  
others unique of their own right, made quite a show! 

When the students walked into Kettler Hall 
Thursday morning they entered dark      
hallways.  A storm the night before had 
knocked out power to the building.  Among 
the teachers there was mad rush to figure 
out what to do.  We ended up setting up 
camp in Walb Student Union and works on 
finishing up balloons, games and cars.  Then 
the students worked on math until lunch 
time.  By lunch Kettler had power.  We 
headed back to continue our regularly 
scheduled math and science camp! 

Our Thursday Morning Surprise 

Already excited 
about their hot 
air balloons, the prospect of making and shooting off    
water rockets brought great anticipation to the students.  
Using the 2 liter pop bottles they had brought in, each 
student designed their own fins and decorated their    
rockets.  All too soon it was time to head out to launch 
them.  After lunch they headed out.  Within minutes the 
first rocket was launched.  And so began a hour of    
launching rockets.  Each flew well.  Several went very 
high.  One caught the wind and was sent into the river!  
To follow up the successful rocket launches, the students 
brought along their hot air balloons in hopes of getting 
another try at sending them soaring.   

UP, UP and they’re gone! 

On behalf of all the teachers . . .  
Thank you and farewell to all the students who joined us this week!  It was a pleasure to 
have each and every student.  Keep working hard.  You have all done a wonderful job! 

SUPERBALLS! Students mixed up a unique concoction this morning.  They 
made superballs.   They mixed and rolled.  Out came their very own bouncy ball!   




